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Nikon m 308 scope mount



© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries fits 1-inch tube-glassesBuilt-in 20 MOA slopelightweight alloy constructionDurable 1 piece designMatte Black Finish The NIKON M-308 Mount, 20 MOA (832) is designed for use in heavier caliber platform rifles. It has a slope of 20 MOA.
GritrOutdoors.com is an authorized Nikon Dealer See AllClose View AllClose 5 Posted by a Trusted Customer on April 4, 2018 Kevin Wooten See AllClose Top ReviewAll ReviewAll Reviews' Kyle R.1.0 on 5 StarNo 20 MOA TiltedReviewed in the U.S. on July 11, 2018As another critic noted the mount is
not a slope 20 MOA. It's fake advertising. I climbed with a vortex crossfire, and measured the slope angle with stirrups. From the top of the sun's shadow at the bottom of my rail was 5.25 both at the front of the sun's shadow and at the base. On my Ruger Precision rifle, which has a 20 MOA picatinny rail
factory, the same measurement was 3,600at the front of the parasol (high on the rail) and 3,640 at the base of the sun's shadow. There is absolutely no inclination to the Nikon M-308 range mount. Nikon M-308 1pc Mount w/ Built-In 20 MOA Slope, Black 832 , MPN: 832 , UPC: 01820808322 , Code: NI-
MT-832 I like the mount because of the ease of using it, continuous easy, adjust forward or backward easy. The mount made for the 308 and I used it on my Howa persision rifle, perfect fit. The mount is very sturdy and strong, I'll recommend the mount and the cost to the planet optics was the best I could
find after shopping around and free shipping with quick arrival. Pros: Cons: Best Used for: Would Recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following review useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share Optics
Planet and Nikon provided the perfect solution to mount My Nikon Pro Rimfire iI Scope at My Excel 22 WMR Rifle. The built in 20 MOA Slope makes observation in the litter a breeze. My optic's Planet partner has been a great help in trying to determine the appropriate use of this range mounting product.
Pros: Cons: Ease of mounting range to rifle would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share High-quality range mount for an AR-style rifle. This range
mount has an additional slope of 20 MOA built in allowing fit at a much greater distance. The instructions were simple and easy to read and they ensure you are heading in the right direction. Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this
review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? The quality of reporting abuse actions is of the highest order. Durable well done and came with my reach so no complaints. It came for free with my reach in a package and works Fits comfortably on my rail and the material tightens really nice.
Shows that the wires are well drilled and exploited. Iv noticed some mounts and rings have poor quality yarns. That is not the case. Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your
vote? Abuse Share Report Product perfect for what it was designed for. Easy to put on. Form and adjustment function. Is perfect. Would promote this product to shoot that would need a moa base. A 20 moa base is pretty much perfect for most long-range shots. Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the
following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Abuse Share Report This product looks and worked very well. I use it with a Nikon M-308 BDC 4x12x40 range and the Colt LE901 MARC 308cal. This mount is very
well made. It has 3 bolts to mount it securely on your rail. Pros: Well done and easy to adjust Cons: Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share
Super simple to ride and rock solid. Perfect fit with the m-308. Eye relief is a bit fickle, but I got it just right, I think Nikon makes pretty $ on their products, they should include some loctite with the mount and maybe some really cheap advertising in the form of at least one sticker. Would recommend: Yes 0
of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Abus Report Share This ir mount on all my. NSR, I use Nikon glasses. The 20 MOA is required for long-range shooting. I have an ona a DPMS SASS,
and it works very well!! Need to pair the mounting screws, and the gun mounting screws. The mount is higher and should be taken into account in a ballistic calculation Benefits: Cons: Better used for: Long-range hunting and target shooting would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful.
Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share Very happy with Mount Nikon. The 20 MOA gives me the altitude needed to go out beyond 1000 meters with a new Creedmoor 6.5. Fit and finish were great, the only
thing I would recommend is that it should be available in a couple of other finishes like FDE or camo. Pros: Cons: Best Used Would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote?
Report Abus Share bought mount for m308 Nikon scope mounted on dpms ar-10 308 cal. located at 100 yrds I had a 1 3/4 in the group. at 300 years had a 2 in the group and at 700 yards had a 3 in Radicals on this range are right on 100 all the way to 800 meters would recommend this range to anyone
for target and hunt. works well in low-light conditions. very few adjustments to zero would recommend: Yes 0 of 0 found the following exam useful. Has that been helpful to you? Yes, | No You said that this review was not helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Abus Share Share Report
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